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UG COURSES
B.Tech
CSE - Computer Science & Engg.
ECE - Electronics & Communication Engg.
ME - Mechanical Engineering
CE - Civil Engineering
EEE - Electrical & Electronics Engg.

PG COURSES
M. Tech - Computer Science & Engg.
MBA - Master of Business Administration

DIPLOMA COURSES
DME - Mechanical Engineering
DECE - Electronics & Communication Engg.

E-mail - vcethyd2007@gmail.com
vcethr@gmail.com

For Admissions Contact
9502090713, 8919748556, 9866546763,
9505506224, 9603282828, 9505506218.
VCET Leading In learning:
Visvesvaraya College of Engineering & Technology (VCET) was established in 2007 at Hyderabad with the approval of AICTE, New Delhi and Govt. of Telangana. The Institution is affiliated to JNT University Hyderabad. It is located on Hyderabad - Nagarjuna Sagar Highway, just 10 KM from the heart of the city. The promoters of the institution are drawn from different professions and occupations who are endowed with vast experience.

VCET Vision:
Imparting State of Art technical education to the students to face the global challenges and to meet the ever changing needs of society with a human touch.

VCET Mission:
Empowering the students with Creativity and Innovation in the fields of Engineering and Technology with a commitment towards basic human values.

FACULTY: THE BACKBONE
The heart and soul of our institution is our highly qualified experienced and dynamic staff who always create the effective teaching - learning ambience using modern teaching aids viz LCDs, OHPs, Power Point presentations, etc. The faculty enable the students into leading professionals and entrepreneurs.

Dr. D. Ramesh obtained Ph.D in Mechanical Engineering from IIT Madras in 2006, Master of Engineering with specialization in Mechanic Design from PSG College of Technology, Coimbatore in 1999 and Graduation from Institute of Engineers (India) Calcutta. He cleared GATE-96 & 97 and secured 94 percentile. He published research papers in National and International Journals.

Dr. N. Raji Reddy Ph.D in MBA having experience of around 30 years. He served as Principal for 15 years, 4 Years as placement officer in various organizations. He published 50 National, 15 International journals, author of 4 books. Currently he is guiding various research scholars, 4 among them are Ph.D awarded. At present working as Academic Director at VCET from 2018 to till date. He published his research papers in National and International Journals.

Dr. S. Anbu is an eminent professor in Computer Science Engineering with a varied experience including software industry experience from USA. He got sixteen international journals and one national journal published. The book titled “Essentials of Programming in C++” was published by Eswar Books Chennai in 2008. He published his research papers in National and International Journals.

Dr. S. M. Krishnan is a double post graduate with a M. Phil and a doctorate in Management. He is a professor and guide who constantly engage, inspire and interact, with students answering the questions all the while continuing to explore their own work as scholars. He published his research papers in National and International Journals.

VCET Highlights
- We proudly announce that this is one of the best colleges accorded by JNTUH & Govt. of Telangana without any deficiencies.
- College is located 10 KM away from city.
- Parents choose VCET for the professionalism we have.
- Student select VCET for the hi-fi campus with up-to-date infrastructure facilities it has.
- Highly qualified and committed faculty joined at VCET because we value their commitment and sincerity.
- College has bus facility for students and staff to commute from various parts of the city to the college.
- Library with good stock of over 35000 volumes and several National and International Journals and Digital Library facility to study and download thousands of journals.
- Regular guest lectures from industry experts.
- MOU with reputed organization and Academic partnership.
- Career development and Placement Cell conducts aptitude, soft skills training programs and prepare the students acceptable to the corporate world. 100% placement assistance is provided.
- Separate Hostel facility for boys & girls.
- 125 KVA Generator & RO Mineral Water plant.
- Hygienic canteen within the campus.
- Associated with TASK - Telangana Academic for Skill and Knowledge.
- Industry exposure through study tours, industrial visits & projects.
- Total campus is under CC Camera Surveillance.

CSE DEPARTMENT LABS

ECE DEPARTMENT LABS
Recently Placed Students in Various Companies

HM Kaushik
TCS

P Shivani
SYNTEL

Rohit Sharma
HCL, TECH MAHINDRA

Digant Dubey
HCL, TECH MAHINDRA

K Manikanth
HCL

P Navya
TECH MAHINDRA, HCL, KARVY

A Priyanka
KARVY, AXIS

VS Rishab
HCL, AXIS

B Saikiran
AXIS, KARVY

M Manikanta Chary
HCL

V Shivaranjani
HCL, TECH MAHINDRA, KARVY

K B Vinisha
HCL, TECH MAHINDRA, KARVY

A Akhila Reddy
GOOGLE, HCL, ACCENTURE

B Manasa
GOOGLE, HCL, ACCENTURE

Ch Divya
GOOGLE, HCL, AXIS

P Ravikanth Reddy
HCL, KARVY

L Srija Reddy
HCL

A Sowmya
TECH MAHINDRA, KARVY, GOOGLE

T Haritha
TECH MAHINDRA, ACCENTURE

Sheeja Philipose
KARVY, GOOGLE

V Bhoopathi Reddy
KARVY, GOOGLE

B Rama
RELIANCE

G Harika
ACCENTURE, TECH MAHINDRA

V Prathtusha
ACCENTURE, HCL

Tharun Kumar
AXIS, GOOGLE

B Sرافanthi
AXIS

A Gayathri Reddy
ACCENTURE

Gnana Deepthi
HCL